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NAB Explores Future
With "Pilot" Program

Darryl Parks: Tough
Love for Radio

I- or -Flier NAB Labs aims to drive ui oaucast

He exhorts programmers to remember that

through strategic research and investments

radio companies still have to sell commercials

time and resources in burgeoning organizations whose technology will provide directly applicable benefits for
radio and TV broadcasting. But Pilot

ITECHNOLOGY
BY SUSAN ASHWORTH

I
LeeeT

Recent investments and
a name change have put
new attention on a fouryear-old technology initiative of the National AssoNAVIGATING BROADCASTING'S FUTURE
ciation of Broadcasters.
NAB Labs was launched
hopes also to pull in new media broadin 2012 with a stated mission to "foster
casters, advertising partners, technology
innovation and continue to propel broadenablers, and measurement and "attribucast television and radio into the future." It
tion" companies.
sought to provide "aplatform for innovaCharter members include Accenture,
tion, avenue for forging partnerships and
Akamai, Google, Nielsen, Shareablee and
testing new technology, and educational
Yahoo. Charter membership in Pilot is a
events to create awareness about overform of associate membership in NAB.
the-air radio and television technology
initiatives."
It has made several notable business
announcements recently and in January
the department changed its name to Pilot.
Part of its mission remains to invest

MULTIPLATFORM
To a casual observer, one question
might be: "What does all this have to
(continued on page 10)
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IPROGRAMMING
BY KEN DEUTSCH
Darryl Parks — former Clear Channel employee, former WLW(AM) Cincinnati programmer/
talk host and current culture blogger — can look
at radio from both sides now, to paraphrase Judy
Collins. Radio World spoke to him about the state
of our industry.
(continued or page 23)
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10 INCREDIBLY AWESOME THINGS YOU CAN DO
WITH A BLADE BEFORE YOU EVEN NETWORK IT

REPLACE YOUR SOUNDCA1D

PROCESS STEREO AUDIO

When you
install the
WheatNet-IP
driver, you
can get rid
of your soundcard,
its breakout box,
switcher, serial
interface, and your
isolation. Stream
up to 24 stereo
channels of audio to
aWheatNet-IP system (8per BLADE).

Each BLADE-3has a
stereo multiband processor
with: 4- band parametric
equalizer, 3- way crossovers,
3compressors, 3limiters, and
afinal lookahead limiter - all can
be used across anetwork.

CREATE, SIMPLIFY, & SAVE

COMPLEX SIGNAL PATHS

u

There are abunch of audio
formats out there and
we've got them covered.
HD/SDI, AES, MADI, AOIP,
ANALOG, TDM.
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1=1111M.
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MAKE FOUR VOICES SOUND AMA/IN
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With the M4-IP
USB mic processing
BLADE, you get all
this cool BLADE
stuff, AND you get
FOUR built-in voice processors based on our famous M-1/2.

Say you need amixminus for alive show
or remote broadcast.
With our ASSOCIATED
CONNECTIONS, you can create apredetermined back haul, IFB feed or mix- minus for each
device based on its location in the system or on afader. When abase connection is
made, up to ten additional connections can be made.

i
lNES67

USE YOUR FAYE II
AUDIO FORMATS

PLAY NICElY WITH OTHERS n

You've got some other gear you want to use. No problem. Your
BLADE is fully AES67 compatible to allow exactly that. We've
been to PLUGFEST with our BLADES and we know they work
perfectly with anyone else's stuff that's up to snuff.
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SPIN SOME REALLY COOL AUDIO CLIPS
There is an optional built-in audio clip player that you
can use to put emergency audio on the air. Add files,
organize the playltst, and fire playback with alogic
port, triggered by silence, logic or manually.

INTERFACE & CONTROL AU. YOUR Mg
12 logic universal GPI/0 ports along with 128 software logic
ports for you to control whatever you have plugged in. When
you finally get to anetwork, control everything on it without
breaking asweat.

1:11 DETECT SILENCE AND DO SOMETHING AUDI IT

IIIAL IN AMIX OR TWO There are TWO 8x2mixers built into the

-.-

BLADE. Why? So you can combine multiple inputs and deliver lovely mixed
stereo audio. Of course, you can configure those mixers any way you like.

—j The BLADE is constantly monitoring stuff.
Silence, for instance. When it finds it, it can do
•- just about anything you want, INCLUDING having
it play clips that it optionally stores.

And as cool as all this is, it's just the start. Wait until you network it with our intelligent control surfaces,
talent stations, panels and other BLADEs. It'll blow your mind. Learn alot more at:
blades.wheatstone.com
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Small Webcasters Are
Squeezed by Music Rates
New digital performance royalty rates and
terms took effect with the start of 2016
BY RANDY J. STINE
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WASHINGTON — Updated music
streaming fees, set by the federal
Copyright Royalty Board, are having a
dramatic impact on the smallest commercial webcasters.
The three-judge panel set digital
performance royalty rates and terms,
effective Jan. 1, 2016. It cut the rate for

with the sector.
The rate structure derived from the
Webcasting IV proceeding already has
been cited as contributing to the demise
of Internet hosting platform Live365,
which ceased operations at the end of
January. That left more than 5,000 independent webcasters looking for hosting
options for their online radio stations,
according to aperson familiar with the
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preserving music eversity on the net again

This graphic accompanies apetition at change.org. " Nearly 100,000 small webcasters will go off the air without YOUR help," it pleads.
commercial nonsubscription services
paid by many radio stations for their
online streams, as RW has reported. But
the CRB also eliminated a rate model
for small webcasters and microcasters,
one that helped to make their ventures
affordable, according to people familiar
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situation. It's not clear how many of
those webcasters ceased operations.
Live365 called the new rates "prohibitively expensive for small to mid-sized
Internet broadcasters." The company
also cited the loss of several key investors as areason for shutting down.

There is no way to know for sure
how many Internet radio stations have
ceased operations this year, but experts
contacted for this story said the number could be in the hundreds or even
thousands. Some small webcasters have
started blocking their streams in the
United States, while others may have
gone pirate, some said.
SoundExchange is the entity responsible for collecting music recording royalties and distributing them to copyright
owners. It said that of the more than
2,500 services that leverage the statutory license and pay SoundExchange —
including non-interactive Internet radio,
satellite radio and cable radio services
— fewer than 80 services paid under the
small webcaster rate.
Of those 80, some represent multiple small webcasters. For example,
StreamLicensing, which provides blanket royalty and performance fee coverage and reporting for small webcasters,
had approximately 1,300 clients at the
beginning of the year but counted as a
single service.
A spokesperson for SoundExchange
said small webcasters did not participate
in the Webcasting IV rate proceeding,
"and therefore the CRB was not asked to
consider asmall webcaster rate."
SoundExchange said it is too early to
know whether fewer small webcasters
are paying the new CRB commercial
rate of $0.0017 per-performance (which
is often cited as 17 cents per 100 songs).
MICROCASTERS AND HOBBYISTS
Meanwhile, the "microcaster" category also was cut from the 2016-2020
CRB rates and terms. The category was
intended for small webcasters at "hobbyist" level services, with low annual
gross revenues, low annual expenses
and online listenership fewer than
18,067 aggregate tuning hours annually,

More Radio, More Voices
Make Radio World part of your day every day. Visit our website for great Webonly Radio World content, including the following recent posts and stories:
O'Rielly Bashes "Anti- Capitalism Talk" — In an FCC blog post,
the commissioner writes that capitalism is under "continuous
assault domestically by self-defined progressives and ultraliberals, who have found sport in using misguided rhetoric
and false pretenses to denigrate one of the core tenets of
American society." Read it at radioworld.com/capitalism.
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EBU Provides Update
on Europe's Digital
Radio Rollout — Which
European countries are
leading the way in the
transition to digital radio,
and which are "waiting
to see"? Find it at
radioworld.com/ebu.

iStockphotofiad1986
MARKET REPORT
DIGITAL RADIO 2016

Building an Industry: AIS Pioneer Reflects on Successful
Career — Bill Pasco never intended to work for an audio
information service. In fact, when he graduated from Ohio
University with adegree in radio and television, he had no
idea such athing existed. See radioworld.com/pasco.
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Why It Doesn't Look Good for OTA
Consulting engineer Bob Cuver finds digital radio's data capacity lacking
Five years ago while preparing to
moderate aconvention session. Ihad an
email back- and- forth with consulting

digital platforms could deal better with
dropouts.

engineer Robert ( Bob) Culver, among
others, about the state of U.S. digital
radio. I like to gather ideas from as

DEMAND ECONOMY
Ireached Culver again this winter to
ask for an update on that and some other
predictions he'd made about data capacity, connected cars and digital radio.

many people as possible for such events.
and Culver's questions and predictions
were pungent. not intended to soothe
anyone's worries about the medium.
I recently came across my saved
notes and wondered if his views had
evolved; so Ichecked in with him.
First, here's a flavor of what Culver
told me in 2010: " Digital radio is not
going anywhere very fast," he wrote
then. " It has not achieved critical mass
to become an entertainment- data- communications necessity. It is not demanded by the public because it does not
offer anything new.
"Even if every radio in every new car
could receive digital (as a switchable
option. I hope) it is not offering any
substantial thing that is new. The excess
data capacity is used to provide the
Same Old Stuff, more programming or
alternative programming from another
source to overcome some technical limitation in that other source."
Culver said that he first saw a demo
of digital radio at the NAB Show in
Atlanta in the days of the EIA-NAB
project, during which he served on several industry working groups. He recalls
offering the standing wager of a beer
that I() years after wide acceptance of
DAR, its excess data capacity — over
and above that required to carry the
former audio program — would become

Robert ( Bob) Culver

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane
other mobile data paths to the consumer.
"Something that was overlooked in
addition to this wager was my prediction that the present/planned digital
radio system in the U.S. is an interior
system; something would come along

He emailed while sitting comfortably
in retirement with his wife in Wyoming,
watching hockey on TV, with the sun
shining brightly on the Tetons, 10 below

to replace it. It has not been replaced
yet and may never be; it probably will
just be buried under the mobile personal
communications systems not related to

zero outside and a fire burning merrily
in the wood stove.

broadcasting."
Culver noted that demand for data

Digital radio is not yet widely accepted, and the
vanishingly small excess digital data capacity is totally
swamped by other mobile data paths to the consumer.

more valuable than the advertising rev-

—Bob Culver

enue from the audio program channel.
He had high hopes.
Two decades later, in 2010, he told
me, " My bet is safe for two reasons. I)
Wide acceptance has not been achieved,
even now, aconsiderable time after rollout, and it might never be achieved. 2)
The excess data capacity in the current
digital radio systems is fast approaching
zero It is either being used for non-data
needs with more audio or pared down
because of interference."
He a!so mused about how much nonaudio programming data could be deliv-

"I'll give you the short answer now:
It does not look good for over- the-air
broadcasting," Culver wrote. " Ire- read
what Iwrote over five years ago and do
not find much if anything that Iwould
change today.
"First. Ithink my wager for a few
beers is safe ( not that I wouldn't sit

from smartphones is creating such load
on cell systems that more and more
infrastructure and RF spectrum are
needed.
"Here in the isolated and relatively small town of Jackson ( population

down with any of my radio engineering
friends over a few beers, the conversation would improve). The reason is that

should deal with the requests for new
towers. We do have achallenging topography to serve, but it is the consumer

ered to any given receiver; how digital
data capacity might change under an
all- digital radio mode; and how various

digital radio is not yet widely accepted.
and the vanishingly small excess digital
data capacity is totally swamped by

'demand' that is pushing the need for
more towers. They eventually settled
on a plan where 'camouflaged' towers

NEWSROUNDUP
MDCL: AM stations that wish to use modulationdependent carrier control systems can do so
without FCC authority as of March 3as long as
they notify the commission afterwards. That's
one upshot of the recent AM revitalization order.
Law firm Fletcher Heald & Hildreth, keeping an
eye on the administrative details, reported that
the federal Office of Management and Budget
gave approval to a section of the rules and to
Form 338, the AM Station Modulation- Dependent
Carrier Level Notification Form. It also reported
that the FCC has given 33 permanent waivers and
20 experimental authorizations since 2011.
CONTEST RULES: The new contest rules, previously reported, went into effect last month. The
FCC earlier announced an overhaul of rules governing licensee- conducted broadcast contests. The
Office of Management and Budget subsequently
approved the rule changes, again according to
Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth. Stations can post

their contest rules on their websites rather than
having to make extended on- air announcements
of the rules. Some on- air requirements still apply,
however.
BBG: The president's budget request for fiscal
2017 includes $ 777.8 million for the Broadcasting
Board of Governors. That would be a 3.5 percent increase in spending over FY2016. CEO John
Lansing said the request reflects unprecedented

10,000) Ihave been questioned by and
talked to the town council on how they

in large part by growth in advertising as well
as a recent acquisition. And total listener hours
increased by 5percent. But the company reported
another net loss, this time of $ 169.7 million, compared to a loss the year before of $ 30.4 million.
And the number of active listeners fell slightly
after growing the year prior. Separately, the New
York Times reported that Pandora has explored
the possibility of selling itself.

collaboration among the BBG networks to
increase efficiency and support BBG's mission. The
request prioritizes expanding digital and video

PODCASTS: Major producers of public radio
podcasts issued guidelines for podcast measurement. " These guidelines are not intended to

production to engage young audiences affected
by Russian aggression and disinformation, and by
media campaigns of violent extremist groups such
as ISIL.

operate as afull technical standard per se, but

PANDORA: Pandora brought in more than $ 1billion last year, but it also lost a lot more money
than the year before at atime when its listener
growth flattened and competition in the streaming space has increased. The company said total
revenue grew 26 percent to $ 1.16 billion, helped

rather overall principles and public radio's technical guidelines for measuring podcast usage," they
wrote. Contributors were from organizations such
as NPR, WNYC, SCPR, WBUR, PRI and other public
media entities. See related information at http://
podcast-measurement.wikia.com.
BEASLEY: Steve Griesbach was named market
director of engineering for the Las Vegas cluster
of Beasley Media Group Inc.
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and ugly towers would go the long path
to approval. So now they build ' fake
pine tree' towers sitting up on rock ridges and sticking out like a sore thumb.
Dumb! But Idigress."
Culver feels personal mobile devices
have "stolen" any opportunity for broadcast data. "The potential broadcast data
was too limited under the system the
U.S. decided to adopt (what eventually
became HD Radio) as a result of the
focus on the 'business of broadcasting'
over the benefit to the consumer."
In general, he thinks broadcast radio,
as well as TV, has reached a tipping
point and is heading to near-oblivion.
"The service provided by over-the-air
broadcast is burdened by cost and deficiencies of that medium; it will no longer grow but will steadily decline," he
said. And poor programming choices
are not helped by adigital conversion in
over-the-air transmission.
"The only saving grace Ican think
of is the talk radio service available
over long distances on rural AM radio.
No, there is another saving grace: educational radio. It is not on the air as
part of the business of broadcasting, but
instead to educate those listening and
those doing the broadcasting." His cited
local low-power FM stations KJHB and
KJHR. "Universal global digital coverage is still a long way off and some
areas, mine for example, we will not see
it for along time."
Speaking of digital platforms more
generally, one of the points Culver questioned five years ago was how to solve
the problem of irritating digital failure
modes.
"It looks like the technical fix of
over-building adigital system in a service area, higher digital ERP for example — to provide asignal level far above
that threshold of failure over alarge area
— has been acknowledged and applied
as one fix." Building more towers for
cellular and personal devices is another.
"However, I think the public has
become accustomed to digital dropouts.
By comparison to an analog system
in which you could accommodate the
noise, the 'defective' digital service may
now be tolerated."
He closed with personal observations
about our increasingly digital world.
"I get to lecture at some of the local
high school technical classes on radio
and related engineering. The one point
Iam careful to make regarding digital
data is that anything you put online
and into the digital domain stays there
forever. If you don't want your mother
to see it, don't post it. If you don't want
afuture employer to see it, don't post it.
If you don't want some prosecutor (or
other government type) to see it, don't
post it.
"Since you mentioned connected

Culver communes
with Ben Franklin
on Center Street
in Jack5.on Wyo.

cars, tguess Ishould chime in about
that. The answer is easy: Do you want
another information path opened up to
others?
"Our private lives are not so private
anymore; and it takes more vigilance
to try to keep it so in the digital world.
There ape some digital systems that cari
crash or be invaded by unauthorized

snoops. The connected car is only the
latest: the power and water and other
civic infrastructures are attractive terrorist targets. Digital is useful, but do
not ignore the unintended consequences
adigital system can cause."
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworlderibmedia.com with "Letter
to the Editor" in the subject field.

NEW FOR 2016

SWIT CH IT UP!
Herry's new AES DigiSwitch 3X1 lets you switch
between threeAES digital audio sources.
Bit- accurate, zero latency,
remotely controllable.
Cool!
WE BUILD SOLUTIONS

I

MI HENRY ENGINEERING

C

Phone 562.493.3589 •-ecnai'..i Infoehenr.,eng.corn
Visit www.henryeng.i crofor all of Henry's sautions!
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FM Translators for AM: Just the Start
Opening of the first phase of the window brought arush of applicants
BY SUSAN ASHWORTH
WASHINGTON

—

The

Federal

Communications Commission received
more than 450 applications in the first
days of a window for AM stations
looking to modify FM translators for
rebroadcasting their AM signals.
Applicants come from a range of
backgrounds and organizational types.
They include Hi-Line Radio Fellowship,
areligious ministry broadcaster; educators like the State University of New
York; and individual entities like the
Thomas Huth Revocable Living Trust.
Each application — required to be
submitted in all-caps on a multipage,
drab-gray application known as Form
349 — offers details like coutour reach,
field strength and antenna height, yet
they also read like small diary entries,
providing aglimpse of what these ventures foretell.
This first window will be open for
months but several industry execs said
they were not surprised that most of the
applications arrived in the first few days,
due in part to the wink-and-it-may-begone nature of the process. The FCC
will grant applicants on a first-comefirst-served basis; applicants who file
for the same channel on the same day
must resolve their mutual exclusivity
through settlement or technical amendment processes.
One company in the trenches is
Phoenix Media Group, a radio broadcast consulting firm that worked with a
number of AM stations to submit recent

Series
3.5 kW - 88 kW
Digital/Analog FM

Radio
nautel com'GV

nautel

Mgr
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license applications.
"This is a truly golden opportunity
for many AM stations to add another
platform for their content and, in many
cases, a24/7 platform at that." said Steve
Moravec, principal of Phoenix Media
Group, which helped initiate translator
applications for licensees in Iowa and
Minnesota. His advice: "Go for it, now."
While many jumped early, some
good opportunities may yet appear

"Therefore, if prices on translators
[stay] substantially moderate in the
next several months, and a translator
becomes available in the low five figures, an AM station needs to balance the
risk of waiting, with the fairly certain
benefit and nominal cost of an immediate FM translator acquisition:' he said.
"At some FM translator price points,
it will be imprudent for an AM station
to wait for the 'free' translator that

This is atruly golden opportunity for many
AM stations to add another platform for their content
and, in many cases, a24/7 platform at that.
-Steve Moravec

months from now, said John Broomall,
licensee of WPCG(LP) in Canton, Ga.,
and founder of Christian Community
Broadcasters. "Translators will leave
certain markets and holes [will be] left
by defective or dismissed applications:'
he said.
For Class C and Class D AM stations that have not yet engaged in efforts
to obtain an FM translator, there is a
sliding scale of opportunities this year
and in the opportunity to apply in the
planned 2017 FM auction filing window, said John Garziglia, apartner with
Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice.
For stations in a spectrum-rich area
with many available FM frequencies,
waiting until the 2017 filing window
may make sense, Garziglia said. But do
your homework. "If there are only several prime FM frequencies remaining in
an AM station's area, waiting until the
2017 auction filing window could result
in being left out or obtaining aless than
optimal FM frequency:' he said.

might or might not result from the 2017
auction filing window, as nothing with
a future FCC auction filing window is
absolutely certain."

clearer channel that will help his rural
station be heard in the nearest big city.
"At first Ithought [the 250-mile move
rule] would drive prices up, but what it
has done in reality is increased competition among owners to sell unused CPs
or low-power translators, and that means
some buyers have been able to negotiate
some rather nice deals."
Part of the success for translator sellers like Ronald Unkefer was the "realistic pricing" his group assigned to listed
FM translators. Unkefer is founder and
CEO of First Ventures Capital Partners,
which conducted three private translator
auctions before the opening of the FM
translator window. Translator prices in
the First Ventures auction ranged from
$25,000 to $50,000.
"The only negative was that the last
one was too close to the filing window
for most broadcasters to make new plans
in time for the start of the auction:'
Unkefer said. "It has been a tremendous driver of sales, and in spite of the
radio world being programmed to negotiate, we believe that the buyers actually enjoyed the transparency of posted
prices with nonnegotiable terms."
Others expressed surprised that more
applications were not filed.
"We thought the number would be
higher and found the quantity light by
perhaps half of our own expectations:'
Moravec said. "The lack of technical
knowledge, coupled with the 2017 'free.
for all' window, kept more than a few
owners on the bench waiting for next
year."
A review of the data suggests that 15
or so engineering firms were responsible
for about 50 percent of the applications.
Interested parties must also weigh the
fact that they get one shot at this: Only
one translator modification application
will be accepted in any of the 250mile relocation windows. The FCC has
said that subsequent applications — for
this window or any of the upcoming
FM translator windows — will not be
accepted.
There has also been frustration that
some broadcasters have been left out
of this process altogether. "Spectrum
is limited and what helps one class of
broadcasters — i.e., AMs getting an FM
signal — will hurt and lessen the chance
of LPFMs ever getting more power or
there being a future LPFM Window:'
Broomall said.
Low-power FM advocate REC
Networks recently petitioned the FCC
to include LPFM stations in one of the

Price points for FM translators sold
ahead of the opening window varied
substantially. Q Media Group is purchasing K263AL in Madison, Minn., for
$75,000; Custer County Broadcasting
is buying K250AP in Pierre, S.D., from
Radio 74 Internationale for $20,000.
"The prices were abit of asurprise:'
said Larry Langford, owner of WGTO
(AM) and W266BS in Cassopolis,
Mich., and a contributor to Radio
World. He said at least one translator in
Michigan sold for $3,000. "Some of us
expected prices to soar, but it looks like
demand did not exceed supply. Some of
the deals allowed time payments, which
was agreat surprise and ahelp to cashstrapped AM operators who need all the
help they can get."

of mid-February the commission had
begun to grant a few of the 250-mile

Langford has chosen to use this first
window to move his frequency to a

window applications, such as one by
(continued on page 8)

two FM translator filing windows for
AM stations set for 2017.
It appears the FCC staff has a fair
amount of work in front of them. As
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MICROCASTERS
(continued from page 3)
according to SoundExchange — or
approximately 49 listeners, each listening for one hour per day.
There were 150 services in the
microcaster category last year that paid
rates to SoundExchange, according to
the company.
Sound Exchange said a microcaster
fitting the criteria, including annual
gross revenues below $5,000 and annual
expenses below $ 10,000, will continue
to pay the $500 minimum per year and
nothing more.
However, supporters of small webcasters said the new rate structure puts
an emphasis on limiting listenership
of small Internet radio stations and
severely curtails interest from hobbyists
looking to develop webcasts.
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rate agreement would have meant a
$2,000 annual fee for asmall webcaster
with expected gross revenues under
$50,000, he said.
"Even a webcaster with only 10
simultaneous listeners will now pay
upwards of $2,000 for the year. Then
each new simultaneous listener costs
another $223.38 per year: That will
quickly add up for a small webcaster
who doesn't have any revenue to offset
those increases," he said.
A small webcaster — as defined by
the Webcaster Settlement Act of 2009
— was one with less than $ 1.25 million
in gross revenue.

LE. 365
Seventeen sweet years ago, It was somethIng of arevolution lo let
anyone launch their own stahon Anyone with something to say o,Oai
L.365 provided the tools Their talent brought the audience
We were one ol the lest. Happy we are nol ihe last
The spint ut 300+ employees over the years. our hundred thousand
webcasters and their hundred million dedicated listeners lives on
THANK YOU for being here.
Spread the cord

op tracks
En

"Under the new arrangement there
is no difference between large or
small webcasters. Everyone pays the
same $0.0017 per-performance rate,"
Goldberg said.
There is always achance of royalty

Digitally Imported
addictive electronic mien

PurePlay Radio

O radionomy

.P
dmany others who have requested anon ymih so they don't get
listerHrs they can no longer allord

No matter how you calculate the rate increase
for small music streamers, it is massive.
The previous Small Webcasters
Agreement allowed small webcasters to
choose from several rate options based
on revenue or expenses.
Attorney David Oxenford wrote on
his Broadcast Law Blog that " under
prior webcaster settlement agreements,
small commercial webcasters were able
to pay based on a percentage of their
revenue, and there were special provisions for small broadcasters to avoid
some of the regulatory burden."
The CRB's decision left most commercial radio broadcasters satisfied with
the new rates, experts said. The rate for
commercial nonsubscription services of
17 cents per hundred songs applies to
many radio stations and is down from
25 cents prior.
The rates for noncommercial webcasters are $500 annually for each
station or channel for all webcast
transmissions totaling not more than
159,140 Aggregate Tuning Hours in a
month.
Small commercial webcasters had
to file an annual fee statement form
and pay $500 per channel on Feb. I.
earlier this year, and pay $0.0017 perperformance, according to attorney
Kevin Goldberg with Fletcher, Heald
& Hildreth, and then submit this year's
first monthly statement of account and
pay January's bill.
Goldberg, who specializes in First
Amendment and intellectual property
issues, said no matter how you calculate the rate increase for small music
streamers, it is massive.
The fee requirement under the old

rate relief for small webcasters, he said,
but it would be atwo-step process.
"First, adeal would have to be struck
with SoundExchange. Second, Congress
must pass a bill which authorizes the
agreement or settlement become effective."
Congressional action would be necessary because the Copyright Act says
that only the CRB can set rates and
terms applicable to webcasters and
sound recordings, Goldberg said.
Dennis Fallon is a partner in
SHOUTcast Streaming, a stream hosting company that provides streaming
services to webcasters. He the music
streaming rate hike has cost his company up to 45 percent of its customers.
"Thousands of small to medium-

crew Radio

•

The site of Liye365 notes its closure and points visitors to 8tracks, AccuRadio,
Digitally Imported, PurePlay Radio, Radionomy and RadioTunes.
sized Internet radio stations are going
'dark' because they cannot afford the
new royalty structure:' Fallon said.
For example. one of his company's
clients, FM5280.com, had hundreds of
listeners and saw its royalty payments
go from $ 125 per month to over $ 1,500
per month, Fallon said.
"The rates did not just double, they
increased by over 10 times the prior
rate. Most stations could have absorbed
a doubling of rates, but not many stations could afford the rates increasing
over ten-fold," Fallon said.
FM5280.com is no long streaming
due to increased royalty rates for 201620, according to its website.
Meanwhile. StreamLicensing LLC is
promoting a grass roots effort to sway
Congress to reconsider reestablishing
the small webcaster agreements.
"No one can afford to succeed with
alot of listeners right now. The higher-

TRANSLATORS
(continued from page 3)
Salem Media of Illinois, which plans to rebroadcast Class D
station KCRO(AM) in Omaha, Neb., via the FM translator
K229CG.
The commission has also begun the task of dismissing
applications. The FCC dismissed one from Sacred Heart
Radio in Kirkland, Wash., which proposed to rebroadcast
Class B AM station KBLE in Seattle. The commission has
said it would dismiss any application filed during the first
modification window that proposed to rebroadcast either a
Class A or Class B AM station.
Several sources told Radio World that in general, this
translator window is being seen as apotential boon for AM
stations.
"This is atruly golden opportunity for many AM stations
to add another platform for their content and, in many cases,

ATH webcasters are gone. Though tsome
have geo-locked the U.S. out and continued broadcasting Isuspect," said Marvin
Glass, owner of StreamLicensing.
Glass is asking clients and other webcasters to sign up at www.radiodiversity.
org to join what will likely be alegislative process to regain affordable music
performance fees for small music webcasters.
The CRB rate setting ruling also
could be appealed to Washington. D.C.,
Circuit Court of Appeals, which adjusted some of the rates in the Webcasting
III proceeding, observers said.
StreamLicensing had some 1,300
clients at the beginning of the year,
according to Glass. He declined to say
how many of his group's webcasters
have shut down due to the more onerous
royalty fees.
Comment on this or any story to
radioworldenbmedia.com.

a24/7 platform at that:' Moravec said.
"It's hard to say what it means as far as industry health
goes:' Langford said. "Almost any AM operator would love
to have an FM signal or improve the translator being currently
used. And with this being aone-time shot, Iexpected the rush
regardless of what the AM industry as awhole looks like."
But success of the FM translator window won't necessarily solve the bigger problems facing AM radio, Moravec
added.
"The urban noise floor [on AM] is now deplorable."
Moravec said. "Every new device which creates more noise
takes another chomp from AM's dwindling pie."
Others said that no matter what the FCC does on revitalization, it's not going to mean as much to the public if other
issues aren't resolved, like introducing improved receivers.
"The signal transmitted by an AM station is much better than
what you hear on atypical radio ... but [the FCC] has never
mandated any response or distortion minimums for AM
radio:' Langford said.
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PILOT
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(continued from page 1)
do with TV and radio?" But the NAB has acknowledged that the definition of broadcasting has expanded
beyond over-the-air signals, and it sought to take a
deeper dive into multiplatform business for its members, including streaming, FM broadcasts via smartphones, virtual reality and the like.
"We want to look at the way that these multiplatform
digital platforms are becoming such an important part
of our traditional business," said Sam Matheny, executive vice president and chief technology officer of
NAB, by better understanding consumption.
The name, Matheny says, will help reinforce the
organization's efforts and attract more businesses
beyond broadcast to the proverbial table. ( NAB styles
PILOT in all capitals, though it is not an acronym.)
"If you think about it, there
are pilot signals in TV that are
the first and most tunable part
of the signals, and there are pilot
tones in radio that indicate that
these are the frequencies Ineed
to tune to," said Matheny. "There
are pilot programs in both. There
is experimentation in both, and
pilot experimentations are done
to prove things out."
When it came to changing the
moniker, the organization thought
the name should be about navigating a future that includes but
is not exclusive to broadcasting
or related to lobbying. "A lot of
people will think [this organization] is about advocacy. We want
to be able to leverage that, but be
very intentional about this being
anavigation of broadcast's future.
John Clark
We want to be on that leading
edge and helping to define what comes next."
Former media exec John Clark has been named to
lead Pilot as executive director.
"We have unparalleled opportunities to advance
how we serve our audiences:' Clark said. "We've
launched Pilot to explore the answers to these questions with the people directly and indirectly involved."
INVESTMENTS AND PARTNERSHIPS
Part of the mission of NAB Labs has been to invest
in "development and commercialization of new technologies that have the potential to advance broadcasting in the digital age." Investments over adecade have
included Yet Analytics (2016), Antenna (2015) and
Syncbak (2007). an NAB investment made before the
name NAB Labs existed.
NAB has not made public how much money is
involved in each investment.
In 2015 it also announced partnerships with 1776,
a hub company that provides resources and networking connections for startups, and the Dingman Center
Angels, an investment group that provides resources
and networking connections for early-stage companies.
In February of this year, Pilot announced an investment in Haystack TV, aCalifornia-based startup that
aggregates content for astream of "tailored" news that
can be viewed on mobile devices as well as on connected TVs. Matheny joins Haystack TV as an advisor.
These efforts complement initiatives at NAB such
as FASTROAD, a technology advocacy program,

Sam Matheny
and Sprockit, a program at the
spring NAB Show that gives startup companies the opportunity to
present to mèdia and entertainment executives.
Also, while NAB Labs didn't
directly invest in NextRadio, it
underwrote and funded development of the API that engages a
smartphone application to talk to
and use the FM chip hardware.
"That's been beneficial for all
broadcasters, to see FM chips activated on smartphones," Matheny
said.
That was also the thinking
behind the program's January
investment in Yet Analytics, a
Baltimore startup that provides

We have unparalleled
opportunities to advance how we
serve our audiences.
John Clark

technology platforms for the collection and analysis
of data within large organizations. The essence of the
technology is that it can simplify and leverage socalled big data analytics.
According to Yet Analytics CEO Shelly BlakePlock. broadcasters will continue to see an increase
in the number of data sources and the variety of data
types being produced across industries. "It is in this
environment that the real-time collection and analysis
of performance metrics will provide game-changing
insight into the way that businesses function in afullyimmersive digital world," he said.
Likewise, the organization's investment in OTT
company Syncbak and its live streaming solution was
a success. Matheny said. Syncbak is powering realtime streaming for the CBS All Access service as well

To support NextRadio, NAB Labs underwrote and
funded development of the API that engages a
smartphone application to talk to and use the FM
chip hardware.
as providing OTT services for Fox O&O affiliates and
Raycom Media. NAB made its initial equity investment in Syncbak in 2007 and participated in some
follow-on rounds since.
Matheny said there is no one single methodology
behind Pilot's investment strategy, but the organization is " intentional" in putting itself behind companies
with technologies that would be beneficial for broadcast, such as the API technology being used to deliver
live and local FM radio via NextRadio.
Pilot is not aventure capital fund or placing big bets
on individual companies. But it seeks to work with
innovators, Matheny said, and its priorities include
content creation and gathering, content distribution
and monetization.
While he was mum on any new investments on
the horizon, and silent on whether funding for the
Pilot program comes from NAB member fees or
other sources, he said the organization is considering
small-scale investments that will help the broadcast
industry see further into the future. "We want to be
involved in the process of being engaged in the startup
community.... We are actively going out and meeting
with and seeing pitches from awhole variety of startup
companies that are boundary-spanning."
ONLINE ENGAGEMENf
For instance, Pilot made an early-stage investment in startup firm Antenna, which built an online
engagement platform that enables users to react to
and interact with mobile and Web content. Matheny
told Radio World last August that Antenna's overall
seed round was $650,000 and that NAB Labs was a
minority investor; but he didn't specify adollar value
of its share.
The platform measures audience sentiment from
these reactions, including responses to news and
entertainment content, and provides ameans for media
companies to determine what online content is resonating with audiences.
(continued on page 12)

HIGH CAPACITY
EVENT STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINKS
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WIRELESS HIGH PAYLOAD STL/TSL CAPACITY

outdoor unit

•

Moseley EVENT STLfTSL systems provide up to 155 Mpbs combined IP, Ti /E1
payloads. Multi- station clusters can convey multiple linear uncompressed audio pairs
for atruly cost-effective STLfTSL link. Connect your existing T1/IP audio hardware
directly into the EVENT system, or use Moseley Rincon for your audio payloads.
An optional DVB-ASI module is available for full duplex video.
EVENT systems are fully bi-directional including aSoftware Defined Indoor Unit (SDIDU)
and Outdoor Unit (ODU), eliminating the need for costly waveguide hardware. The ODU
is available in the license free 5.8 GHz band, or licensed 11, 18, or 23 GHz bands.
Appropriate external antennas are selected based on path length.
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN
Spectrum- scalable digital radios with user- selectable data rates enable broadcasters to have greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth.
The integrated 1
-1/E1 and Ethernet interfaces allow for acombination of T1 /El and IP packet data.
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IP APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS
Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while saving
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REMOTE MIRRORED SERVERS
From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of astudio outage.

EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions.

SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL ( SNMP)
Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes.

Contact The Moseley Sales Team to Custom Configure Your EVENT STLJTSL Today!
moseleysb.corn
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Five Questions: Tim Clarke
Cox Media Group's radio stations
recently moved to a corporate-wide
streaming platform in conjunction with
streaming service provider Stream Guys.
The radio division's Senior Director of
Digital Audience Tim Clarke discusses
how this move came about and what it
entailed.
Radio World: What were major considerations approaching this decision?
Tim Clarke: First and foremost, our
listeners expect our brands to be easily available on all platforms and form
factors. We need to make sure they
are able to engage with us whenever
and wherever they want. The mobile
disruption, as well as OTT, have given
radio the opportunity for more occasions throughout the user's day, and
we're taking full advantage of that.
Our advertisers also need more highly
targeted ways to reach our collective
consumer. To enable this, we needed a
streaming infrastructure that allowed
for agility, flexibility and rapid growth.
RW: What is the point of streaming?
Does it produce revenue? Help marketing?
Clarke: Boundary- less listening is a
must. We have to be accessible and
ubiquitous to our listeners. More than
ever, radio transcends the "FM band" —
and streaming allows us to achieve that.
RW: Why wasn't this done in-house?
Clarke: Our "true north" is great content and great solutions for advertisers.
We found an expert in streaming technology and distribution in StreamGuys.
By relying on their partnership in this
area, we can focus on continuing to
run the absolute best content and sales
organizations.
RW: Were individual stations doing
their own streaming before? How has
this now changed from the point of view
of Cox and its individual stations?
Clarke: Our Cox Media Group radio
stations have been streaming for quite
some time, but it's not a"hobby" anymore. It's amajor key. ... From an engineering/technical perspective, we make
the solution as turnkey for the markets
as possible so that, again, they can focus

U.S. radio stations
are Nautel
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CUMULUS: Changes continue in the corporate management suites at Cumulus. Conrad
Trautmann was promoted to become senior VP
of technology and operations. Longtime SVP of
Broadcast Engineering Gary Kline is leaving the
company. The move was announced in an internal memo by new CEO Mary Berner. Trautmann
will be responsible for companywide broadcast
engineering and IT. He had been chief technology officer and EVP technology for network
operations at Cumulusowned Westwood One.
Pete Stefanske was promoted to VP of informaConrad Trautmann
tion systems; Marsha Reid Rhodes is upped to
manager, telecom; Eric Wiler becomes SVP, technology and broadcast operations, at Westwood One. Kline had been with
Cumulus in several capacities since 1999. He serves on the board of directors of the Society of Broadcast Engineers and is apast recipient of the
Radio World Excellence in Engineering Award recipient. Berner said
he would stay on to assist with several projects and ensure asmooth
transition.

on the product and what's coming out of
the speakers.
RW: What had to be done in a station's physical plant to get it ready for
streaming and what are the regular
(daily/weekly/monthly) maintenance/
operation considerations?
Clarke: Our brand managers and local
technical staff are fully engaged in
quality assurance when it comes to our
streaming products. Most importantly,
it's part of our culture to monitor and
use these platforms daily to ensure our
listeners are having agreat experience.

CBS: President/CEO Leslie Moonves was elected chair of the CBS board
after Executive Chairman Sumner M. Redstone stepped down to become
chairman emeritus. Redstone's resignation came amid rumors of his ill
health and alawsuit calling his mental capacity into question.
CPB: The Corporation for Public Broadcasting
announced it would be losing two execs to retirement this year. Jennifer Lawson, senior VP for
TV and digital content, and Bruce Theriault,
senior VP, journalism and radio, will be leaving
in May. Before CPB, Theriault spent 13 years as
senior VP at Public Radio International.

Julio Cardiel

PILOT
(continued from page 10)

"It's a unique and creative platform that allows people
visiting mobile sites of content producers to pick which
piece of content they want — they don't have to wade
through the whole document or the entire story, but can
comment on aparticular quote within article, or in aheadline or in aparagraph," Matheny said.
Taking cues from the uptick in audience response time
due to social media, the technology from Antenna offers
feedback more than just a "like" or a "heart" (on Facebook
or Twitter. respectively).
"Media companies want to know what their audiences
care about and why," said Antenna co-founder and CEO
Porter Bayne. While they may "love the engagement, they
often need help managing the interface and monitoring and
interpreting reactions."
"When looking at measurement for traditional over-theair or linear listening, more has to happen," Matheny said,
whether the audience is listening via atraditional radio station or via an online app for aTV network. Both radio and
TV industries need to get abetter sense of how people are
listening, how they are sharing their opinions and what that

PRSS: NPR Distribution tapped Julio Cardiel to
lead the Public Radio Satellite System as director
of engineering, effective Jan. 27. He replaces Mark
Murphy, who retired in 2015.

means for overall content consumption.
So how do you use this data to help astation? "We want
to help develop solutions that will measure across all platforms to determine how to make content more discoverable,
how to better measure engagement and how to ensure that
our members' content is positioned the best way that it can
be," Matheny said.

DIGITAL "FUTURES"
Exactly what role the charter members like Akamai and
Yahoo will play has yet to be seen; but according to the
organizers, these members will help Pilot define key areas
in which to devote research and development. They become
associate members of NAB and thus will participate in
NAB technology program development, conventions and
networking events.
On Sunday of the NAB Show this spring, Pilot will
introduce Digital Futures Exchange, aconference track that
will provide educational programming to those with digital
leadership responsibility at astation.
"We're trying to see further into the future," Matheny
said. "As the definition of what it means to be abroadcaster
broadens, it is critical to work with traditional and new
media partners on innovations to better meet the needs of
future generations of consumers."

You'll make the right decision with the ASI58xx Series from AudioScience. These professional PCI
Express audio adapters sport more GPIO (four opto isolated inputs and two relay isolated outputs), the
very latest DSP technology, and support for up to 1921<hz sampling. The half- height design makes installation
abreeze in small form facior systems. Need to talk? The ASI5811 sports amic input with low ntoise pre- amp
and a48V phantom supply. MRXT" multi rate mixing and Sound6uardTM transient vcltage suppression
are standard, as are Windows/Linux drivers. Ready to decide? Call us at + 1-302-324-5333 or email
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Cheaper Is Not Always Better
Also, shine alight on
the subject, hands-free
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WORKBENCH

reg Muir, principal of Wolfram Engineering,
%..7 offers atip for those of us needing to shine alittle
more light on the subject.
Purported to be the brightest headlamp available,
the Boruit 3x CREE XM-L T6 8000 Lumens LED
Headlamp Head Light features three LED lights

b) John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radiowarld.com

Those specially priced $29 OEM computer power
I supplies you see in online ads can be tempting
when you need astockpile of PSUs for afast repair. But
it's worth it to spring for afew of the pricier ones for a
number of reasons.
Alan Peterson, engineer at the Radio America
Network in Arlington, Va., and afrequent Workbench
contributor, had a production studio computer that
developed an odd mechanical whine around 8 kHz.
Turning off each fan, one at atime, and disconnecting
the disk drive did nothing to isolate the problem.
The problem turned out to be a "singing" component
on the circuit board inside the power supply. Swapping
out the PSU for abetter-built one did the trick, and the
whine disappeared.
Alan concludes that surprises like this keep the job
from getting old.

Surprises like this keep the
job from getting old.

D latinum

Tools of Newbury Park, Calif., launched
the Fault Trapper Smart Tester, which ends guessing about circuit breaker tripping issues.
Not only will this device detect the type of fault, it
will timestamp when the fault happens and locate the
position of an electrical "event" that caused intermittent/persistent circuit breaker trips and No Fault Found
conditions in either feet or meters.
The Fault Trapper (part number TFT100) monitors
live circuits to detect faults when traditional methods fail to find them. The device runs on the power
from the circuit until the circuit breaker trips. Then it
captures the time and distance to opens, shorts or arc
faults, saving the event information in memory for later
investigation. The last faults can be viewed off-line
using battery power.
The Fault Trapper is unique, as it can detect faults
that trip and don't trip circuit breakers. If the circuit
breaker trips the backup battery powers the Fault
Trapper to allow for an orderly shutdown. The last

mounted on aheadband. Used as abicycle headlamp,
the lights can be individually controlled and include a
charger for the rear-mounted battery pack.
No longer will you have to strain your eyes troubleshooting under the console cabinetry or in some
recessed corner of the transmitter — holding atrouble
lamp in one hand and tools or ameter in the other. The
headlamp mounting frame is adjustable, and it costs
less than $20.
Find it at www.ebay.cornlitm1321419743565.

T

he Federal Emergency Management Agency has
released an interesting link that permits visualization of natural disaster history for both states and counties. All types of natural disasters are tabulated.
Interested in the flooding history of your transmitter — or studio — site? Here's the link: www.fema.govl
data-visualization.

faults can be viewed using the battery power. The
Fault Trapper tester allows for unattended monitoring
of dedicated circuits for NFF conditions. Just set it up,
press the Start button to begin monitoring and walk
away. Come back later or the next day to find out the
why-when-and-where of circuit breaker trips and NFF
conditions.
This Smart Tester should be suitable for monitoring
transmitter breaker trips at remote sites, as it identifies
opens, shorts and arc faults. Visit www.platinumtools.
corn for more information.
You have good ideas, we're looking for good ideas.
Send Workbench tips to johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax
to (603) 472-4944. Bonus: Tips qualify for SBE recertification credit.
Author John Bisset has spent 46 years in the broadcasting industry. He handles West Coast sales for the
Telos Alliance. He is SBE certified and is apast recipient of the SBE's Educator of the Year Award.

Spread Spectrum Technology

Fig. 1: Its not over 'tit the fat PSU "
sings." Cheaplybuilt PC power supplies can be asource of mystery
mechanical noise.

March 2, 2016

Fig. 2: The Fault Trapper detects and identifies avariety of electrical faults.
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Inovonics is the ultimate choice for essential radio broadcast signal monitoring.
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Third generation AM Modulation Monitor
designed for accurate AM readings with
Hybrid Digital ( IBOC) transmission. Includes
remote Web Interface.
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INOmini Series Products

610 Internet Radio Monitor

Why lnovonics?
Quality Solutions. Competitive Prices. Three-year Factory Warranty.
Quick to Install, Easy to Program. IQuality after sales service.
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com Isales@inovonicsbroadcast.com I831-458-0552
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The Intelligent Network News

No Matter What Flavor Your Format Is,
FM- 55 Has Your Sweet Spot Covered
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FM- 55 comes with presets created by our broadcast audio
perfectionists to cover virtually every type of programming. Just
dial it up and instantly your sound gets asonic face lift - one your
listeners will love. We've engineered FM- 55 to make it easy for you
to craft your on- air sound to be clean, loud, and sweet - no matter
what your format. Like giving candy to a, well, you get the picture...

' P.c.

-

.

8/080

OV•/1

Wanna tweak? We give you atoolbox that lets you get
at every parameter in FM- 55 to take control and sculpt the finest
sound you can - YOUR signature sound. Best part is, FM- 55 is
exceptionally cost effective/cost competitive - the fastest growing
choice in under-$ 3K FM processors! Give your listeners pure ear
candy - contact us today and get FM- 55 for your airchain now.

Nutrition Facts
Intelligent
iAGC

Smart Stereo
Enhancement

Bass Management
System 3.0

Multipath
Control

Wheatstone°
baseband192

WheatNet-IP
Compatible

Produces aconsistent,
spectrally- balanced
sound regardless of
density variations
in incoming source
material. Essential for
different media formats.

Specialized automatic
level and spectral
management algorithms
provide awide but
extremely stable 'on- air'
stereo image.

Circumvents bassrelated distortion.
Increased depth, feel,
and clarity of bass
impact without affecting
mid and high
frequency content.

Mitigates market
and terrain- specific
multipath behavior,
reducing the problem
of multipath-triggered
receiver- induced
stereo blend.

A single AES/EBU cable
between the processor
and acurrent solid-state
FM transmitter carries
the digital baseband
signal for exceptionally
clean sound.

Control the FM- 55 and
stream its audio to and
from anywhere in the
WheatNet-IP
audio network.

fm55.wheatstone.com

phone 1.252.638-7000 I
.
.wheatstone.Pom Isales@wheatstone.com
OK. this spread is an advertising space paid for by Wheatstone. But hopefully you'll find it informative, entertaining and compelling.
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Your IP Question Answered

(P's a Ten Gallon Hat
='s been said that radio is -nade up of the same eight peopffl wearing

Q: I've been tcld that WheatNet-IP is

different hats. That could

the audio network that has integrated

xplain a lot about Marc Hill, who has worn

the music di7ector hat, the talent hat, and the technology hat in his
30- pus years in broadcas:ing. More than 20 of those years have
been spent acting as the

r Manager

for what is now iHeartMedia in

West Michigan.

-tNet-IP

networked faciliy for the seven- station cluster. He said he

"wandered" into

rr

Mter..treller..01•13

A: IP audio isn't just about routing. It's also
about being able to control and automate
audio. For example, WheatNet-IP has an

We got to know Marc while wry-King with him on a new Wheatstone
Wh

control. W`lat does that mean?

in the late * 90s when ne unwittingly volunteered to install the

Progfrec/VVizar dautomation s4stem. He worked the overnight shift at the time,

integrated control ayer that carries all the
logic functions fo- audio. Control is built into each WheatNet-IP conrection point
that is shared with other IP connection points across the network, giding you
access to rt_ot only all sources at once, but also the presets and any associated

and eventually tr aded in his talent hat for IT - a ten-gallon hat that now ircluctes

logic that goes aong with each feed for controlling such things as mic ON/OFF,

streaming, mobile and, more recently, IP audio networking. He still laments that

or changing remote mic settings for IFB, processing and other parameters.

he i-Ye up his blent gig before he could try out the new automation. "That was

Being able lc route audio in tandem with full system control makes a worIci of

kind of unfair because Inever even got to use it. Icame off the air overnights to

difference when it comes to handling the unexpected or repurposing a news

nstall it so someone else could use it," he says.

set for multple g-oductions.

Read the rest of the story

For more IP Audio News: INN32.wheatstone.com

INN32.wheatstone.com

•
Taking Í
he Aura8-1i- beyona broadcasting
By Sectt Joht's.)r>
When you think of Wheatstone processing, you naturally think pf broadcasting. But
if an audio engi leer tucked an Aura8-IP under his arm and left the station, would he
finc crher uses for it? The answer, Ifound out recently, is a resounding yes!
Wheatstone processing gear has myriad applications in the broadcast world. There's almost no
comer of a radip lacility where a Wheatstone processor can't be of assistance. But we rarely
think oF what we inight be able to do with, say, an Aura8-IP outside the statignls doors. Idid
vvor der. There's a bg, wide -vorld of audio out there, waiting to be -tamed.
Read the rest of the stork : INN32.wheatstone.com
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Schenectady Shortwave Transmitters, 1941
General Electric built atrio of high- power AM stations in the early 1920s

IROOTS OF RADIO
BY JOHN F. SCHNEIDER
The General Electric Co. was truly among America's premier broadcasting companies.
In addition to developing much of early broadcast technology and building atrio of high-power AM stations in the early
I
920s — WGY Schenectady, N.Y.; KOA Denver; and KG0
Oakland, Calif. — GE was also the country's pioneer shortwave broadcaster.
GE's initial shortwave station, 2XI, first broadcast in 1923,
and in 1924 it was used to relay WGY's programs for to KOA
and KG0 for rebroadcast in the western U.S.
By 1925, there were two experimentally licensed shortwave
stations in Schenectady: W2XAD and W2XAF. A third GE
station in San Francisco, W6XBE, was added in 1939.
That was the year that the Federal Communications Commission allowed the country's experimental shortwave stations to
relicense as commercial operations, and these three GE stations
received the call signs WGEA, WGEO and KGEI, respectively.

BIG BERTHA AND WWII
In July of 1939, WGEA and WGEO debuted the world's
most powerful shortwave transmitter, a 100 kW monster nick-

Here is GE's 100 kW " Big Bertha" transmitter installed
at KWID at Islais Creek in San Francisco. An adjacent
concrete vault held the transmitter's massive transformers and water cooling system. KWID was operated by
the Associated Broadcasters, which also owned KSFO.
The KSFO transmitter was to the right, out of view.
named Big Bertha. It utilized a new 100 kW GE power tube
that featured a demountable filament. Big Bertha alternated
service between WGEA and WGEO, primarily broadcasting
programs in Spanish and Portuguese to South America.
A few weeks after the attacks on Pearl Harbor, the government bought the transmitter under an emergency authorization
It was dismantled and shipped by rail to San Francisco, where
it went on the air as KWID, serving as America's second shortwave radio voice in the Pacific war theater (along with KGEI).
In order to keep WGEA on the air, GE refurbished an old 50
kW transmitter that dated back to the early '30s, and this unit
operated until asecond "Big Bertha" could be constructed. The
new WGEA 100 kW transmitter was inaugurated in Sept. 1942.
At the start of World War II, the government found itself
with a critical problem of its own creation: The value of
shortwave radio as an information and propaganda vehicle
was recognized instantly; however, a 1930s congressional ruling prohibited the government from owning or operating any
broadcast stations, and all 14 of the country's shortwave stations were in private hands.
As an immediate solution, the government decided to lease

radioworlecom I RADIOWCR..D

FEATURES
GE's Schenectady shortwave operation in 1941.
The WGEA transmitter at left is the early ' 30s
refurbished unit. The new 50 kW WGEO transmitter
at right was placed into service in July of that year.
all private shortwave stations in the country,
effective Nov. 1, 1942, and the Office of War
Information was given the responsibility to
program them all. The station owners (CBS,
NBC, GE, Crosley, Westinghouse, KSFO and
WRUL) continued to operate and maintain
the transmitters, and all costs were paid by the
government.
After the end of the war, the Office of

War Information was reborn as the Voice of
America, but the VOA existed only as a producer of programs.
Also, the government continued the station
leases until Nov. 1, 1963, when it finally took
direct ownership of the leased stations. That
was also the year that the VOA opened its new
shortwave facility in Greenville, N.C. At that
time, the Schenectady shortwave operations
were determined to be unnecessary and outmoded, and they were shut down in 1963.
John Schneider is a lifelong radio history researcher and a longtime Radio World
contributor. Write the author at jschneid93e
gmail.com.
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Try it for yourself: www.bwb.fm/TRV2demo

Monitor & control this ' single- 1=x'
FM Translator from anywhere, anytime.
device!

Like our FM Transmitters these Translators come with an Ethernet connection as standard, at no extra cost. There's no software
to install and you can connect remotely from any web connected device such as a smartphone or tablet.
Automatic email alerts instantly let you know of any faults - removing the need for regular site viets.

Amazing tuner built-in!

Change parts in mnutes

No need for a separate

and be back on the air!

re- broadcast receiver.
The built-in DSP tuner gives unprecedented RF
and audio performance, strong signal handling,
unrivalled sensitivity, as well as access to typically
hidden RF and audio settings. In short - it pulls in
even the weakest signals and rebroadcast them
with amazing clarity!

If a lightning strike or power surge takes
out your translators power supply, you
no longer need to remove it from the
rack and spend hours disassembling it.
You can simply slide in a replacement
power supply in seconds.

two

TR300 V2 & TR600 V2

The only ' single box' FM

YOU KNOW WE KNOW

RADIO

Translator on the mar<et
infoPscrisinc.com

This is the 100 kW power tube
developed by General Electric in
1937. It was aunique design with a
demountable filament. It's shown
seated in Its water cooling jacket.
"Big Bertha" was the first transmitter to utilize the new tube.
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MARKETPLACE
Time Has Come:

Broadcast audio equipment maker Wheatstone has
announced that its control protocol, Automation Control Interface, is now compatible with DaySequerra's M4.2 TimeLock HD Radio receiver/processor.
ACI is resident in Wheatstone processors and allows for the control of thirdparty equipment. DaySequerra's M4.2 TimeLock is a receiver/processor designed to
eliminate FM- HD Radio time alignment errors by measuring such errors and sending compensation information back to an on- air processor.

A firmware upgrade with the DaySequerra hardware will provide the needed
compatibility. Information on the upgrade can be found here.
DaySequerra Vice President of Market Development Mike Pappas said, " The
number one complaint we get from engineers is this problem of imperfect blending between the standard analog FM and HD Radio signals. By getting our firmware completed and tested with Wheatstone processors, we now have away to
solve this problem easily and cost-effectively for a large number of stations using

Going Wireless:

their existing Wheatstone processors.'

Here's something on the cutting edge — an internal wireless audio link that offers Dante. Neutrik's Xirium Pro " cable

Wheatstone says that this approach eliminates an additional step in the signal
chain. Senior Product Design Engineer Jeff Keith said, " By using their existing

replacement system" uses 5GHz spectrum that is license-free for quality

Wheatstone processor and not adding to the air chain, broadcasters can keep the
signal path pure and simple."

digital audio performance over long distances.
Neutrik calls the technology it uses DiWA, Digital Wireless Audio.

Info: www.wheatstonexom, vvww.daysequerra.com

According to the company, it uses no compression, offers 20 Hz-20 kHz performance, has low latency ( app. 3ms) and will maintain sample accuracy.
The system is modular concerning I/O with analog, AES and Dante

Heroic Sounds:

Everybody knows
The General; now meet the AudioHero.

modules for transmitters and receivers. Estimated operational distance
should be greater than ahalf- mile.

AudioHero is asound library/FX

Neutrik says, " On the receiving side, Xirium Pro supports an unlimited

company operating awebsite with

number of receivers. As long as a receiver can ' see' the transmitter's

200,000 royalty-free tracks. The compa-

signal, audio engineers can use as many receivers as necessary for their

ny explains, "AudioHero offers simple

project. Further, a repeater module is available that converts any receiver

subscription plans that bring your cost
for asingle sound effect or music track
to just 20 cents each or less, depending

AUDIOHERO

on the package you choose. There are
no long-term commitments and no contracts to sign."

module into arepeater unit."
Though initially aimed at install and live sound markets, it might be
interesting to see if broadcasters can make use of this technology.
Info: www.neutrik.com

Packages start at $ 9.99 for 50 downloads in a month to $ 299.99 for 3,000 per year.
It also offers individual track purchasing options, starting at $ 1.99 for FX and $ 9.99 for
music.
Info: www.audiohero.com

Rack ' em:

All three members share a40 mm driver. Fostex describes the differ-

Broadcast equipment make , Inovonics has announced it is packaging some

to populate asingle rack unit package. Inovonics notes that the offered products would
allow for monitoring of AM, FM, HD, AES, RDS and Internet radio.
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The resulting packages would consist of three INOminis or two 610 Internet Radio
Monitors. Power supply and power jumper cables are included, along with print manuals
and three-year warranty.
President/CEO Ben Barber highlighted the concept for its flexibility for broadcasters
who need to customize monitoring equipment within budget; he also noted that the
INOminis can be used for AM, FM, HD, NOAA and other applications needing small pro
receivers.
Info: www.inovonicsbroadcast.com

version and 250 ohm.
Cables are detachable and each headphone comes with two — coiled

The INOmini RackPack Bundle allows the user to pick from selected INOmini products

I
NOVONC.5

Fostex has a new affordable headphone family avail-

ences: " The TR-70 has afully open design; the TR-80 has afully closedback; and the TR-90 has asemi- open design." Each model has an 80 ohm

of its sub- rack- sized equipment in rackmounted bundles.

•

Heading Up:

able, the TR series.

and straight. Each unit also ships with two pads, normal and thick. Plugs
are 1/8- inch with a 1/8- inch to 1/4- inch adapter included. Price: $ 199.
Info: www.fostexinternational.com
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Website Development 101
Your online presence is agiven in the
21st century — but your success there isn't
When it comes to Web design and
functionality, people get emotional.
They love the website! Or they hate it!
They want a new website because the
old one is, well, old.
For those of us who are responsible
for building and maintaining websites,
it's easy to take passionate feedback the
wrong way. If you work in website design
— or in digital content development —
it's important to remind yourself continually that people are passionate because
they care. Passion is so much better than
the indifference of no feedback at all.
If what you've been hearing lately
concerns website redesign, let's tackle
this fun (albeit time-consuming) challenge in away that will make your various constituents into happy campers.
It may seem intuitive to consider
many other challenges before setting a
goal, but you have to know your destination in order to find the best route.

on your website is your homepage,
you've got alot of work to do in creating more enticing content, basic search
engine optimization and building regular in-bound links from other websites.
Reminder: When you need arefresher
course in what these key performance
indicators mean, the definitions are just
asearch away. After your metrics review.

agree on reasonable growth goals.
It's safe to assume that most stations
will want to drive website revenue,
so put in the time to discuss revenue
goals and how much of that money will
be coming from integrated advertorial,
page takeovers, rich media ads, banner
ads and data capture. After you have a
basic agreement on goals and an understanding of your budget, it's time to find
aconstruction partner.

CHOOSE YOUR WEB DEVELOPER
How do you find your next great Web
development agency? While this question is a non-starter for the large radio

It(KcOv, i2"

-12 Volt DC

groups who do their own development,
the rest are left to explore awide array
of choices.
Start with alist of requirements. For
example, you must have a responsive
website, so anything made for desktop has to be replicated and sized for
mobile screens. You also want to surface
-1111111M1111111311111111MIIIMIIIIMII

Think big when
creating your
requirements doc
because you can always
scale back or develop in
phases.
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Morning Becomes Eclectic
Jason Bentley hosts KCRW s
signature daily music program.
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o

George Miller: From Pigs to
White Denim Ha Ha Ha Ha
Penguins to ' Mad Max: Fury ( Yeah)
Road'
Marc" to believe Austinites Whitt
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Max Fury hoed airector George.

Denim have already been together...
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FEATURED PERFORMANCE
Los Angeles public media station KCRW was a2015 winner of The Webbys, an
awards program presented by the International Academy of Digital Arts and
Sciences. It was recognized in the Radio & Podcasts category — the existence of
which should tell you that your website matters.

OAL-101G

-30 mA

Mark Lapidus :11111

"LOW &

00.07

ON AIR LIGHTS.

OAL-101B

POWER

Morning Becomes Eclectic
—.

ANALYZE TISIS
For websites with at least a moderately successful level of organic traffic,
your analytics are agood place to start.
For this exercise, be sure to filter out
any traffic coming in via digital ads,
as those metrics do not reflect normal
organic behavior. Compare your yearover-year traffic for bounce rate; average session duration; users; return users.
and top pages.
When the highest-performing page

PROMO

»I

March 2, 2016

your social feeds, such as pictures from
your Instagram account showing up on
your website. I'm sure you have many
more specifics. Think big when creating
your requirements doc because you can
always scale back or develop in phases.
Let trustworthy colleagues know that
you're shopping for anew digital agency
and ask for recommendations. Once
you have alist of at least 10 companies,
be sure that each prospective agency
receives the same requirements document. Set adeadline for proposal sub(continued on page 22)

Wall and Desk Top Models

OAL-1010
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- Custom text optional at no extra cost

OAL-101W
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- LED Colors Available:
blue, green, orange, yellow, white. red

-24 Volt AC or DC
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Studio Items Inc.
www.studioitems.com
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radio station? What would you do to
unseat its market advantage? Do it now.
Defense is about never letting aprod-

Positioning Radio's
Golden Opportunity

IStockphoto/THEERADECH SANIN

uct attribute be introduced that you
think has any potential without covering your base. This means: Don't wait
and see! If you like it, cover it .... Seem
obvious?
Confusion always benefits the leader.
You never attack strength; you attack
weakness. Continuously play offense.
Figure out the competition's weaknesses
and then pursue a strategy that's too
uncomfortable for them to follow.

Move your station into the foreground of
listeners' consciousness by taking some risks
BY GARY BEGIN
Strong positioners move aradio station past utility grade. Nearly all of the
listening going on in the United States
is utility — not foreground, not areason
for listening.
It's about getting your radio station
near the useful part of the curve. That
means moving away from being autility.
Utilities by nature get taken for
granted. Radio by its nature also gets
taken for granted.
You turn on the country station to
hear country. Classic hits to hear classic
hits. That's not all bad, but that's not all
there can be!
If you're just a utility, you have no
top-of-mind awareness for your listeners
and are consequently easily replaced.
Consider how to be more.
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You need to break through utility status and become something that
transfers to an emotional level. Beyond
just awareness. That's your opportunity,
where the great radio stations have been
and will be in the future.
If you don't believe you're a utility,
think about what you do on the air and
what you do when your phone calls
come in. You receive the calls when
you don't do what you're expected to
do. Miss a school closing or pass over
atraffic report and see what happens!
The golden opportunity in positioning is to build desirable attributes that
are high profile and difficult to duplicate, attributes that break through the
utility status.
Easy to accomplish? No.
MASS APPEAL
What's difficult to duplicate? Great
air personalities! That's true for every
station.
Put something on the air that's entertaining and is something listeners can't
get anywhere else. Then watch your
AQH change dramatically.
Powerful positioners include nonmusical positive differentiation and a
robust sense of character. You need to
ask yourself: What are the character

words that describe my radio station?
If you're going to be high-profile, you
need to take arisk.
PRINCIPALS OF DEFNESE
Think like em inent Chinese military
strategist Sun Tzu. Remember, an effective way to play defense is to attack your
own weakness.
A great radio station that's on top,
ratings and revenue-wise, wants to stay
there and is scared of losing this position constantly. The radio station management thinks, "What can they do to
me?" "Where am Ivulnerable?"
How would you attack your own

WEB DESIGN
(continued from page 21)

missions. Pick three to five finalists to
present in person or via WebEx. After
you've picked the two best, check
references via phone so you can get a
better sense of each company.
GET IT IN WHITING
Your contract terms should include
all the details from the requirements
document, phased delivery dates, and
hosting/serving fees, if applicable.
Having specific phased dates like
"Discovery," "Wireframes," "Design/
Art," "Content Transfer/Upload" and
a "Warranty Period" will keep you

RANKING
On the other hand, flanking is awonderful attack method.
Move into an uncontested area.
Become the first country or classic hits
station in your market.
But if you choose to flank, surprise is
everything. Pursuit is the whole shebang.
You cannot just be listener-focused; you
have to be competitively aware.
The new country format accomplished this by flanking the young demo
through positive differentiation, unique
selling proposition, relative advantage,
"not your parents' country station."
A single relative advantage may come
from asingle point of differentiation —
"your hometown station," "country's
hottest hits," "pure rock'n'roll."
Don't allow acomplex cluster of values such as service, strong personalities,
sports, entertainment take you down. If
you're amused, chances are someone
else will be also. Keep the creativity
flowing!
But it doesn't matter how you get
there, as long as the journey is worth it
in the long run.
Gary Begin is founder and president
of Sound Advantage Media; he has
over 30 years of radio programming
experience. He recently wrote the book
"Radio Programming and Branding
— The Ultimate Podcasting and Radio
Branding Guide."
organized and on track. Carefully
consider whether or not to include a
"maintenance" phase that goes beyond
the website build and launch.
Ihighly recommend that you keep
up the relationship with your development company for at least ayear after
launch, and if you like what they're
doing, extend the terms. Over time
you will want platform upgrades, new
technology implementation, and even
new designs.
So what did Ileave out? Content.
That's astory for another day — and
oh man, what a story! Without compelling and relevant content, awebsite
is just an empty piece of art with a
very high bounce rate.
'Til next time!
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PARKS
(continued from page 1)

Radio World: What are the big broadcast groups doing wrong, and what are
they doing right these days?
Darryl Parks: iHeartMedia, back when
it was Clear Channel, had the foresight
to move onto digital platforms, so they
get a lot of credit for that. But on the
terrestrial side, most groups have developed little original content.
In news/talk, for example, there is a
lack of investment, so it's fundamentally
the same format as it was 25 years ago.
Most AM stations run syndicated conservative talk all day long. If there's a
local show, it parrots what the national
hosts are saying. "Obama bad!"
There has to be some variety, or else
you run the risk of poorly positioning
yourself and backing yourself into a
corner. In marketing few things are
worse than that. AM radio today is
basically conservative talk, sports or
religion. There's very little variety.
RW: Air America tried aliberal slant to
talk radio, but it failed.
Parks: It failed because it wasn't entertaining. Talk radio needs engaging hosts
like Howard Stern, Ellen [DeGeneres]
or people that hook you emotionally
like Dr. Phil.

about 1997, when radio started putting
in automation systems connected to the
Internet. We experimented with hubbing
and spoking in our news departments
back then.
When I was in Columbus at
WTVN(AM), we fed news to Toledo,
Lima and other places and Ithink the
concept is workable. But in each spoke
market there has to be some basic

Sports talk stations can expand content choice, too. The successful ones go
beyond just the Xs and Os, and they talk
about all the stuff guys are interested in.
It should be about the fan experience,
the stories, the emotion of sports fans.
RW: What else should news and talk
\lotions be doing?
Parks: For atalk station to be healthy,
it has to have news that's relevant to the
local audience. News is the gateway into
the format. Many stations have laid off
their entire news departments. If something important happens people are supposed to be able to tune in for that, and
then stay for the talk hosts.
When the San Bernardino terrorist
event happened, Iread that KGO(AM)
was simulcasting a TV partner. Radio
has given up images it used to own,
like the news image. Severe weather
updates come from someone else like a
local TV station, as often does breaking
news. Sports stations have given up their
branding to entities like ESPN.
If all you are is a conduit for content instead of an originator of content,
you're teaching people that, if they
really want information, they have to go
elsewhere.

each local market.
I'll tell you where the real problem
lies, and it's not with the top-of-the-hour
newscasts. It's when there's a tornado
coming through town at 2 a.m. on a
Sunday, or some other important breaking local event. If you're hubbing news
from another city, the news person in
the hub market may not know it's happening. The Achilles heel of the whole

If all you are is aconduit for content instead
of an originator of content, you're teaching people that, if
they really want information, they have to go elsewhere.
-Liarryl Parks

human infrastructure. We never really
figured it out at Clear Channel because
many of the spoke stations had only
skeleton staffs. There were no news producers, just a program director whose
job it was to keep the automation system
working. The concept is OK, and the
technology is there, but the problem is
really lack of investment in human capital to make hubbing news content work.
There have to be point people, plural, in

RW: How did we get to this state?
Parks: News outsourcing goes back to

system is breaking news and breaking
weather. That kind of information must
be immediate, and that's the weakness
of the hub and spoke news system.
RW: What does your crystal ball show
for AM radio?
Parks: That's an economic question.
Which is cheaper? Having 40 acres of
land, a tower site and equipment; or
(continued on page 24)
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erational and ethnic shift happening that
most AM news/talk stations ignore.
When Obama was elected for the
second time, a lot of people seemed
surprised because those people were
operating in the echo chamber of conservative talk radio.
How do you think the Hispanic population of Texas got to be 40 percent?
That didn't happen overnight; it happened over decades. Many programmers and group owners chose to be
blind to it, and that is why their young
demographics are going down. This is
no longer the baby boomers' world. It
now the world of the millennials and the
Generation Xers, and they have much
different sensibilities.
When I hear talk radio ranting
against same sex marriage and legalizing marijuana. Ithink, "Are you out
of your mind?" Younger listeners, GenXers and millennials, don't care about
that. Chances are the people in those
generations may be fiscally conservative, yet they're socially more moderate.
Radio, TV and newspapers have to start
reflecting this new reality. Programmers
and talk hosts who continue to focus on
conservative social issues will witness

(continued from page 23)
broadcasting on the Internet? Eventually
it will come down to that.
Revenues for many news/talk stations
are in decline because of aging demographics and increased competition. As
audio goes more to an "on demand"
model on devices like iPads, those products are expensive. The people who
gravitate to those devices are more
affluent, and those that can't afford the
devices will be left to listen to terrestrial
radio, watch over-the-air TV or read
a printed newspaper. It's a qualitative
issue, and look at the demographics.
Many conservative talk radio shows
discuss the Reagan years, but their target audience, a 45-year-old guy, never
even had the chance to vote for Reagan
because he turned 18 in 1988. You might
as well be talking about the Korean
War. Talk radio is stuck 25 years in
the past. Its audience is aging out and
becoming less desirable to advertisers.
RW: Can you talk more about how
demographics will be changing AM?
Parks: There is a fundamental gen-

the end of the format.
Music of Your Life stations went
away, beautiful music went away and
pre- 1964 oldies went away. They were
no longer demographically appealing to
advertisers, and remember, radio companies still have to sell commercials.
RW: That doesn't sound too promising
for AM.
Parks: Last year Borrell Associates
(www.borrellassociates.com) looked 10
years into the future, and they predicted
that half the radio stations would be off
the air by 2024. Idon't know if Ibelieve
that, but my point is that they looked at
radio's future and trends with open eyes.
RW: Is podcasiing the answer?
Parks: It may be part of the answer. So
often podcast content is just repurposed
from the terrestrial side. " If you miss
my show, you can listen to the podcast."
Stations don't even bother to strip out
the "best of" or just grab acool interview out of ashow. My poi n is, there's

le. NOW

little new original content in podcasts,
and for podcasts to be the answer for
radio stations the content must be new
and original, not old material from the
terrestrial side. That's where the creativity should happen.
RW: Would younger air personalities
bring in listeners?
Parks: The real, successful personalities
of the past, today and in the future will
relate to and connect with people. They
will always bring in listeners. While the
ways to reach an audience may change,
having agreat personality connect oneon-one with alistener will never change.
Great personalities are the voices and
advocates for listeners. Listeners identify
with these personalities. If you turn your
station into ajukebox, you lose.
Parks blogs at www.darrylparks.
com. Ken Deutsch is aformer on-air
"personality" who says his exit from
radio ito met with relieffrom listeners
and management alike.
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Here's agreat pic from the Radio World photo archives of engineer Dave
Adams at the Bennett Mountain site serving KTPZ(FM) in Hazelton, Idaho,
in 2005. Send us your photo of yourself in your radio work environment!
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Stereo Tool Provides Big FM Processing at Little Cost
Software processor packs in a
lot of tools ( but can it replace
ahardware processor?)

AT elORK
The most basic version for streaming sells for
around $40, the most extended version for FM for
around $400, and there's afree version. The 0rocess-

)SHORT TAKE
BY CURT YENGST, CSRE
In 2001, Hans van Zutphen started aWeb radio
station and needed something software-based to
improve the sound. He started with afew simple
filters, and years later, having improved his coding chops, created a processor that saw 90,000
downloads within weeks of its release.
It didn't take long to get the attention of FM
broadcasters, who began to request specific features like RDS, stereo generator, etc. Fast forward
to 2014, and Hans found himself with a booth
at the NAB Show, and a commercial version of
Stereo Tool, afull-featured FM and webcast audio
processor.
The website says that Stereo Tool is "used by
over 1,000 FM stations, thousands of Web radio
stations and AM, HD and DAB+ stations all over
the world."

Stereo Tool. Multiband Compressor Screen

ing features include AGC, multiband and single-band
compressors, several stereo wideners, equalizer, bass
boost, limiter, noise reduction, and declipper, as well as
SCA inputs, RDS, pre-emphasis, and stereo encoding.
The free version contains most of the audio
processing features, but gives up the FM
features. The program can operate on 32- or
64-bit operating systems.
It can operate as astandalone application
or as aVST plug-in, meaning it can be used
as aDAW processor as well. Itried the VST
version on a mix I had recently finished.
Setting it up was easy. Ifound the interface
somewhat similar to that of the brand-name
processor we have here at WAWZ(FM). It's
intuitive and neat.
The various stages of processing are presented as buttons on the left side of the
window. Clicking each button brings up
the appropriate screen, and if needed, a
drop-down menu of additional buttons is
presented. On my mix, Ifound it transparent.
The EQ gave a nice top-end sheen without
sounding brittle, and did agood job of filling out the bass. The multiband compressor
sounded good, even at what Iwould consider
extreme settings. Ihad to really work at it to
(continued on page 26)
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Auphonic Multitrack Streamlines Mixing
Expand program horizons with an automatic software mixer

'SHORT TAKE
•

BY CURT YENGST, CSRE

•

Aucnon ,c Mr...track

ré7

Ioften review free audio software
and plug-ins here. This offering, though
not free, was intriguing enough to look
at. Auphonic Multitrack is a new program from Austria-based Auphonic
Productions that provides an automated
solution for creating mixes of podcasts,
interviews and other programs. The
Auphonic process was introduced in
2012 as an online subscription-based
service. Their first downloadable offering came in the form of Auphonic
Leveler, a batch file leveler, noise
reduction and loudness processor.
Auphonic Multitrack takes that process
a step further by providing automated
mixing.
Auphonic's Georg Holtzmann said,
The basic approach is that we analyze
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the signal first, e.g. music, different
speakers, background noise, signal-tonoise ratio, etc. Then we try to automate
the things which an audio engineer is
doing manually."
Think of it as audio engineering in
acan.
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Radio World's growing library of eBooks can assist you in
maximizing your investment in an array of platforms and
tools: licensed transmission, online streaming, mobile
apps, multicasting, translators, podcasts, RDS, metadata
and much more. The eBooks are ahuge hit with readers.
They help engineers, GMs, operations managers and
other top radio executives — radio's new breed of
digital, cross- platform decision- makers — understand
this new world and thrive in it.

Visit radioworld.com/ebooks 1\›.

click to start the process. After numbercrunching for a moment the program
creates a mixed and processed file of
your program.
I decided to put the application
through its paces by using it to mix a
weekly radio program Iproduce. There
are several algorithms to choose from,
all based on aLUFS scale. The default
is — 16 LUFS, optimized for podcasts
and mobile devices. The top of the scale
is — 13 LUFS, and the bottom is —31
LUFS. The —24 LUFS setting represents
the current U.S. television standard.
Maximum peak level in dB can also be
specified on ascale from 0to —9, or set
to automatic.

The application installs on Windows
or Mac OSX. Once installed, it presents
the user with asimple file-based interface. Let's say you've recorded aroundtable interview with ahost and three or
four guests, and each voice is recorded
on a separate track. You simply drag
each track file into the input window. If
you already have a pre-recorded intro
and outro, add those files as well. Select
your target loudness profile from among
several industry standards, and it's one

STEREO TOOL
(continued from page 25)
get the audio to sound terrible.
Next, Iused the standalone version
as atemporary air-chain processor on
WAWZ's HD3 channel, "The Energy."
There are numerous presets available,
many of them specific to FM. Ichose
one called "Beat This." The difference
was immediate and gratifying — tight
compression with a bass boost that
didn't sound overly boomy. Itried a
few others, and found similar results,
although there were a couple that
actually sounded worse to my ears.
Stereo Tool certainly doesn't skimp

CLEAN UP
While my initial attempt, using the
default settings, sounded overcompressed for my taste, the mix of the various elements was pretty close to what I
would have done. Setting the maximum
peak level to —6as opposed to automatic
went a long way toward fixing that. I
tried another pass at the loudest setting,
—13 LUFS, and started to hear noticeable compression again. Disengaging
the Adaptive Leveler option took care of
this. Another handy feature is the noise
reduction that is user-selectable on individual track files. It did adecent job of
cleaning up background grunge.
Two tiers of licensing are available:
adiscounted license for noncommercial
use for $89, and a commercial license
for $349. Is it worth the cost of the
license? If you're producing a podcast
or your own radio spots, and don't
have a lot of engineering chops, it's a
great timesaver. The seasoned professional likely has workflows in place that
already streamline the mixing process.
Still it's worth a look. The free fiveday trial version can be downloaded at
littpsilattphonic.comlinultitrack.
For information, contact Georg
Holtzmann at Auphonic in Austria at
grh@auphonic.com or visit auphonic.
com.
on features. It seemed Iwas always
finding another page of settings to
play with; and afew times Igot lost.
Fortunately, there's a "reset" option
that allows for either resetting certain
parameters or the whole thing. Still, I
was able to accomplish a lot without
documentation. While a lot is given
up going with the free version, it still
makes acapable mastering processor.
The low cost for even the professional version, compared to the cost
of ahardware processor, makes Stereo
Tool worth alook
For information, contact Hans
van Zutphen at + 31-64-718-5781 or
stereotool@hansvanzutphen.com
or visit ,.vww.stereotoolcom.
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Acoustics First
11111111.111111111111111111
Toll.Pee 008.765.2900
Number: IOW

www.Acoustknrustcom
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
CCA
Fiv18000G
107.9,
50129.9 hrs, like new; 4- Bay
Jarman) antenna deicers, gd
cond; 4- bay Shively circul polar
FM anterma, manual. sherry@
prtcnet.org, or 859-533-5635.
1-5/8" right angle adapter,
$95; MF 940b Scala SIL antennas, 928-950 MHz 318-7282370
3-Bay circularly polarized
antenna in xfnt stored cond,
Cable Wave antenna, 100%
copper & tuned to 92.1 MHz, 20
yrs old 8( comes w/brackets, etc.
831-392-6901.
CCA FM 8000G 107.9, like
new; 4- bay Jampro antenna, deicers, gd cond; 3- bay
Shively FM antenna/manual. D
Brockman, 606-965-3436.

COMMUNICATION»

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA 3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670%, any Pultec EQ's
.8( any other old tube compres-

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

COM
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service
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transmitting

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-GUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

WANT TO SELL

sor/limiters, ( all after 3PM CST
-214 738-7573 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
DIY- DJ Version 2.0 is now
available.
Over 500 copies
of DIY- DJ, a Linux based radio
automation system, have been
distributed and now version 2.0
is available. Voice tracking, join
satellite feeds, do unattended
sports and remote events, temperature announce, scheduler,
automatic ( ut editing on import,
and much more. It's FREE. If you
are using version 1.0 or would
like to try DIY- DJ, go to krwsfm.
corn, register and down load
your free full version. The only
thing we ask is that you let us
know if and how you are using
the software. Call (406) 6790527 or email krws@digitaldevelopmentnet for acopy today.

I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,
sports shows, some local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection and
the price is negotiable. Please
call me for details and, my phone
number is 925-284-5428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com
WYBG 1050, Messina, NY,
now off the air is selling the
following: 8-chnl & (2) 4-chnl
cntrl boards w/microphones &
accessories; (2) CD players; (5)
turntables w/cabinets & stylist;
gauge tuner for 1000W xmtr,
studio patch panel; transmitter
reader meter; EBS receiver and
a250' tower, make offer. 315287-1753 or 315-528-6040.

MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANIS
Senier Fnnn
n1 to
l)peration AM/FM
held %%5,4: Antenna and

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
"su w.gratiambrock.com

is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/

493-1886 day or night, www.
goodrichenterprises.com

R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

(800) 743-3684

geattelkoauf1
4.1Nçi
/

()vet' 45 years etiglifeeririg
grind col:salting experieace

For information contact
Michele at 212-378-0408 ext. 523
or minderrieden©nbmedia.com

NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email

tubes & sockets/parts, new &
rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at 402.
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FROM STOCK

WANT TO SELL

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.

FROM STOCK
HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS
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WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

Village, 760-320-0728
audiovIg@gte.net.

wwwitmwallradio.com

or

Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out cf service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shippirg can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivegmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, r(SFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSF X, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call rue at 925-254-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time

EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
Translator
available
for
Washington State, Oregon
and Oklahoma area. 831-3926901.

BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: minderrieden@nbmedia.com

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

Se e

t&e
'

CONC

G„pee

Se liabia espatioi

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES
AM Ground Systems Co

•

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
55W
Tri Mode HD
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
25 KW
27.5KW
30 KW
35 KW

2000
2006
2000
1995
1992
1998
2002
2002
1982
1989
1988
1991

Harris DIGIT CD
Harris Digital Z6HD. solid-state
Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state
Harris HT5CD
BE FM5B
Harris Z10CD, solid state
Harris Z10CD, solid-state
Harris ZD20CD. solid-state
Harris FM25K
Continental 816R-4B, New CE SS IPA
Harris FM3OK
BE FM35I3

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

I=E
C/
waved/ actelyzie-5
°
HARRIS

Used AM Transmitters
1C KW
10 KW
10kW

2906
1998
2001

crown BrORDCRST

Harris DX10
Nautei ND10 solid-state
Nautel XL12, solid-state

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment
Bird Model 8932, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Hagis N + 1Controller

nautel

TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
Used FLO TV Transmitters' • Axcera
• ' Rohde & Schwarz' • Harris Masiva
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Diaital
OMB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 Wto 10KW)
TV STL

amgroundsystems.com
866-22RADIO

ISC 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

yOUSE
THE RIGHT
PLACE!
RADIO\
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more information,
call Michele at
212-378-0400 ext. 523

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes
NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
M.

E

Call Michele for
details at

Made in U.S.A.

1:0

L 2J

RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

CALL (800) 414-8823
Int'l (
650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail* transcomefmamtv.com

Worldwide Availability

www.radioworld.com

Visit our Web Site at
www.epii.com/eimac
z
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POSITIONS WANTED
Are you a small market station needing agood
nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill
make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchel Ira koff@yahoo.com.
Creative, original, funny, entertaining, with no
dead air. Very punctual, driven, passionate, outspoken, outgoing and friendly. Matt, 309-299-6027 or
absmatthew7009@yahoo.com.
Experiened radio station manager seeks new
management opportunity. More than 39 years
experience in radio. Willing to relocate. Family-friendly
format(s) preferred. Send details about your management opening to: radiogm@hotmail.com.

Pmeer

mocrorree pore products Oneen

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing
writer/talk show host Adam Amick is available for
shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out www.
bleacherreport.com for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

Talented Public Relations expert, deep passion
for news writing/reporting and broadcast journalism with great voice/delivery. Accomplished, creative
campaigns and public relations events. Lisa, 817-8051870 or lisa.rosborough@yahoo.com.

Friendly, entertaining, spontaneous, on-air and
production strengths, with one-on-one audience
connections. Billy, 208-539-8859 or octagon8125@
gmail.com.

Driven internet broadcaster with solid production skills, seeking work at your station! Passion for
business, prep, and talent. Derek, 320-552-3051 or
320-833-0143 or starkderek@hotmail.com.

On-air/Production,
Marketing/Promotional
experience. Social Media/Pop Culture, Passionate
voice for the people. Seeks to change the culture,
and be atrue character. Kendall, 469-355-5472 or
kkelleymusic49@gmail.com.

Well rounded music connoisseur, with a funny
fresh different kind of on- air attitude that will
excite the listeners everyday. Absmichae10711@
yahoo.com or 609-742-1120.

Run your
employment ad
on our website
for only
$2 per word!
www.reioworld.com
Call Michele
for all the details at
212-378-0400
ext. 523
minderriedencenbmedia.com
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AoIP: Where We Are, Where We're Headed
Take full advantage of the

AES-70
The latest standard, AES-70, aims to fix that by
co-existing with AES-67 on the AoIP network and
sharing control information (OPIO) across different
AoIP gear. With AES-70 in the mix, the broadcaster's
AoIP network can continually evolve and is essentially
future-proof.
For the first time, thanks to the
à" Audio Engineering Society
number of broadcast gear manuel. Contact Press IA.F_S News Feeds o
facturers that have adopted AoIP,
Home tvents Membership Publications Community Sections Standards
Education Committees Abou'
broadcast facilities can be built
from microphone to transmission
Member Login
processor (over the air or over
AES Standards News Blog
the Internet) using nothing but
AES70, Audio applications of networks - Open Control Ar chitecture,
Ethernet. Even speakers now have
new publication
AoIP connectivity!
9.
forgot uStelierrenieSSwillit
As Imentioned, the future is
AE 570-2015 AES standard for eludes appecatens of networks • Open Conte Architecture has been pubhshed rn three you
brilliant
for AoIP, and we see
AES70 defines a scalable contreprotocol arctIneclore fat prokssfonal media networks AES70 addresses dence control and
mongering only. it does not define standards for streaming media transpon However the Open Central Architecture (OCA) rs
2016 as abanner year for the techintended to cooperate with venous media transpon architectures
nology. Here are our predictions
in This Section
Pen 1: Framework describes the models and mechanisms of the AS 570 Open Control Architecture These models and
for what will be coming down the
mechanisms together horns the AES70 Framevark This document should be read together with Pan 2, Class Structure and
Standards Hoene
Past 3 TCPnP communications protocol
pipeline in the coming months:
&andante New, Slog

beauty of Audio over Internet
Protocol with AES-70

ICOMMENTARY
BY MARTY SACKS
The author is vice president of
sales, support and marketing for the
Telos Alliance.

AES-67 changed all that by defining how AoIP systems from various manufacturers share audio streams.
It opened up the potential of alarger AoIP ecosystem,
giving new and old users alike the benefits of large
interoperable networks. Suddenly, any gear that complied with the AES-67 standard could share audio

New York Yankee Yogi Berra once
said, "The future ain't what it used to
be." Take that quote and apply it to
Audio over Internet Protocol in broadcast facilities and other professional
venues, and I'd have to say that Yogi
would be wrong. The future is actually
Pen 2: Clem structure specifies the control class structure for AES70 that defines the AESIds control and mandating
Standards Store
very bright indeed.
functional capatedies and should be read in comunction with Part 1, Framework. and Pert 3, TCP/tP communications
Suppon AES Standards
More AoIP gear will become
At Axia Audio — and the Telos
protocol
Drafia for Comment
available — More manufacturers
Alliance at large — we were so conPen 3, Protocol for TCP/IP Networks specifies aprotocol implementation for TCP/IP ietworks hshould he teed in
About AES Standards
are embracing AoIP. We're seeing
conjunction with Pan 1, Framework. and Pan 2 Clase Tree
vinced of the importance of interoperMeetings & Regan,
this adoption across a number
ability between AoIP products that we
of other audio markets, such as
put significant financial and technical A page from the AES Standards News Blog sets out the three parts of "AES70-2015:
live sound. In fact, Audinate has
resources into the work that lead to the AES standard for audio applications of networks — Open Control Architecture." View it at
announced that its Dante AoIP
standard — AES-67.
www.aes.org/standards/
standard will support AES-67.
Until AES-67 was ratified in 2013,
The more choices for broadcasters, the better.
streams, paving the way for AoIP to become more
the only AoIP interoperability was between hardware
mainstream.
and software partners within aspecific protocol, like
Increased promotion of AoIP — Through organizations
This has been great for the industry, because with
our Livewire+. Then, as now, with 100 or so Livewire+
like Media Networking Alliance (
medianetworkingalmore manufacturers coming to the table, broadcasters
partners, our clients could share audio, data and OPIO
liance.com) and the Alliance for IP Media Solutions
have awider choice of equipment.
between various pieces of AoIP gear in the thousands
(aimsalliance.com), forward-looking broadcast suppliHowever, broadcasters have always had the need to
of studios where Axia consoles were installed.
ers are investing real money to speed the adoption of
send "Start," "Stop" and other control signals, along
Our competitors had some partners too, but the situAoIP through education and promotion. Telos Alliance
with the audio and program associated data. And while
ation was not ideal because folks with AoIP equipment
Livewire had the ability to share control information,
is proud to be involved in both groups, because they are
made by competing manufacturers were simply not
(continued on page 30)
some AoIP protocols did not.
able to take full advantage of the beauty of AoIP.
10
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REGULATION

NOT AN " X" MAN

Ican't say how much Idisagree with the states fining and/or shutting down pirates. The U.S. Constitution Article 1Section 8 Clause 3 states that no state
can interfere with interstate commerce. The station
my be illegal but it is still interstate commerce even
if it's signal doesn't normally cross astate or international border. States can't regulate my amateur radio
license or regulate acommercial AM or FM station
nor should they. Ican see something like this getting

Regarding:" A Tale of Three
X-Band Stations," Radio Feb. 3:
OK, I'm an Engineer, but when
Isee X-Band, Idon't think of the
Extended AM Broadcast Band
(1610 to 1700 KHz), Ithink 7 to

out of hand. A conservative state coming down hard
on acommercial AM or FM station because it aired
too many Planned Parenthood commercials, aliberal
state doing the same to astation that aired too many
anti-union commercials. States need to keep out of
any regulated by the federal government.
Sam Hevener W8KBF
Richfield, Ohio

11 GHz. (Or 8-12 GHz according
to the IEEE).
Iremain,
The Old Soldering Gunslinger
Senior Broadcast Engineer
Arizona
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Talkback:

(continued from page 29)

the best way to move AoIP
forward.
Late adopters making the
switch to AolP for good
— Those who said "no" in
the early days are changing their tune. Customers
are no longer buying older
TDM designs. but are firmly in the AoIP camp. The
vast majority of those we

The following comment... were
posted to radioworld.con
in response to stories that
appeared on the website or
in print.

talk with will not buy or use
anything but AolP for their
upcoming projects.
e)1.

d,

COMMISSIONER OPINIONS
"O'Rielly Bashes 'Anti- Capitalism Talk,'" Feb. 12, 2016:

That's some strong Kool-Aid on tap. It's almost as if O'Rielly is auditioning
for his next job ... any bets on what Industry he ends up lobbying for?

Differentiation 4 .
1'1111 AolP
vs. partial AolP offerings —
We see the industry becoming very savvy about net-

The author says that AolP facilities cost less,
are faster to build, offer more flexible work-

flows and are more scalable.
works that are fully open
versus those that are partially open. Some providers only offer AolP at the edges of their networks, while
maintaining proprietary topologies at the core. In our experience, most want a
fully open network that has Ethernet at its core. Additionally, this allows the core
to be updated as time goes on — something that can't be done with proprietary
cores. One of our larger clients just did this with their core switch and were ecstatic
with the results.

So ° Rielly is in favor of bringing back the AM/FM ownership restrictions? And
thus allowing the consumer marketplace to decide which signals are economical')
viable and which aren't ... rather than allowing cluster ownership to prop up unviable signals and deny comp7tLtion?

Whether you're talking AES-67 or AES-70, one thing is certain: In the 10-plus
years since the first AoIP studios were created with Axia consoles and gear. AolP
has lived up to every promise it has made. AoIP facilities cost less, are faster to
build, offer more flexible workflows and are more scalable. AolP is here to stay,
and we're excited to be apart of both its heritage and its future.
Comment on this or any story. Email radioworld@nbniedia.com with " Letter
to the Editor" in the subject field.

CONGRATULATIONS
"Tim Bealor: A Lifetime of Broadcast Electrorics,' Feb. 16, 2016:
Iremember you with fondness. Have awonderful retirement. You are epic
in interaction with other people. Iwish Tom Beck, well, too. Iknow he will
carry on the legacy.

ADVERTISER INDEX

RADIO
¡he News Source for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have
something to say:
eRadio

World gives me lots of
important information. Its technical
articles are thorough and written in
away I
understand, I
look forward
to every issue."
Jim Martin

NEIL

President
Flogler Broadcasting
Daytona Bench Palm Coast
and Sault Augustine Fla
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13

AudioScience Inc.

www.audioscience.com

23

Belar

19

BW Broadcast

7

Comrex Corporation

1

ENCO

30

Heil Sound, Ltd.

www.heilsound.com

5

Henry Engineering

www.henryeng.com

15

Inovonics Inc

11

Moseley Associates

31

National Association of Broadcasters

6, 12, 22

Nautel Ltd.

25

Radio Systems Inc

21

Ram Broadcast Systems

9

Tieline Technology

2, 16-17. 32

Wheatstone Corporation

www.belar.com
www.bwbroadcast.com
wwvv.comrex.com
www.enco.com

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.nabshow.com
www.nautel.com
www.radiosystems.com
vvvvw.ramsyscom.com
www.tieline.com
www.wheatstone.com
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•nevi listeners • tree) r
'the radio industry has becorne unleashed. Dynamic innovation
and cutting- edge technologies are shattering the boundaries of
broadcast and opening up lirnitless opportunities.
Elevate your knoviledge of connected technologies fueling
anytirne-anehere media, front live and local to archived and
global. irnMerse yourself in ways to grovi listeners and leverage
redefined revenue streams. Collaborate with industry experts to
reirnaete the expanding role of radio in rned.:a and entertainrnent.
Understand her' all of this irnpacts your stat..on operations.
1.-111.8 Shove is the only place to breaV. free from conventional
thinking and open your Mind to nevi technology, new prograrnnling,
nevi sales tools and fresh perspecttves.lne sky's tile lirnit, and the
on..1 thing you have to ask yourself is: hovi far Will,. go'?

1HIS CNANGE5 elEeltelGe

O Open or download

¡ our OR scanner app.

O Scan the code

— unleash

the

expenence.
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WHEATNET•if«—KAUDIO

OVER

1E

NETWORK

Enables Advanced Inter- Studio Communications
Over Inexpensive IP Radio Connections
Network EDGE is designed specifically as atranslator to
enable intelligent bi-directional multi- channel communication
between high- quality, low- latency studio networks such as
WheatNet-IP and low- bandwidth STL connectivity options
such as very low cost third- party IP wireless radios.

When used within the WheatNet-IP system, with a
Network EDGE at one end and aBLADE at the other,
the result is aworld of possibilities based on BLADE I/O
functionality such as silence detection, clip player, logic for
automation, mixing, processor control, and so much more.

NETWORK

EDGE

COST EFFECTIVE TRANSMISSION + INTELLIGENT NETWORKING = SMARTER STLS, REMOTES. LINKS & MORE
edge.wheatstone.com

BF,IOADCAST AUDIO PERECTIONISTS -,

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
It*

NAVIGAI
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